




Home has simply never felt better. Comfortable. Efficient. Adapting
itself to the way you live. With the Verve system, a click of a wireless 
switch adjusts the ambience for the mood of the moment. And the 
system’s seemingly endless flexibility and simple operation make it easy 
to keep your home in tune with your lifestyle.

Your needs and preferences – not to mention your décor – can go
through a lot of changes during the years you live in your home. 
With the Verve system, your home easily stays in step with the changes, 
giving you greater enjoyment through the years.

It’s almost as if your home knows 
what you’re thinking. 

Meet Verve, the easy-to-use, whole-house 
system that helps you customize and control 
lighting, temperature, and energy use.
It’s the revolutionary new way to go wireless.
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The Verve system makes your home 
more comfortable, more flexible, 
more a true extension of you.



Imagine clicking a switch on your bedside table for a soft pathway of light 
down the hall to the baby’s room, or switching the family room instantly 
from bright light for reading to a subdued glow for watching movies.
 
Say you’re preparing a meal for guests with lights full and bright as you 
work. The moment the doorbell rings, one click of a Verve switch changes 
the lighting to a more dramatic scene for entertaining.

The Verve system creates a comfortable 
relationship between home and homeowner.



Going to be out for the day? Simply let your home know. Click a single switch
as you leave to turn off lights, set the air conditioning to economy mode, and 
switch off power to outlets connected to energy-draining devices such as TVs. 

As you return in the evening, tell your home you’ve arrived. Switches work 
up to 300 feet from a controller, so you can even carry one in your car. Just 
click as you pull into the driveway. Lights and electrical outlets switch on, and 
the temperature resets to the comfort level you prefer.



There’s another way the Verve system 
makes you feel really comfortable, 
and that’s when you open your monthly 
utility bill. The system makes cutting 
your energy use practically effortless.
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Think of the devices – TVs, stereo systems, game consoles, computers – 
steadily draining power in standby mode. Turning them off 
individually is a hassle. With the Verve system, one click when leaving 
home can, if you choose, switch them all off, along with turning
off lights and setting the thermostat to energy-saving economy mode.

For still more energy-saving potential, the Verve system offers a vacancy
sensor that will automatically switch off lights if a room is unoccupied 
for a period of time you set.

Dimming lights to create scenes and lighting pathways can save  
a surprising amount of energy. You’ll even notice that your light 
bulbs last longer. 

Saving energy comes naturally with Verve.



Streamlined, intuitive, flexible. 
Who could have imagined that 
a whole-house control system 
would be so easy to use?
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Thermostat 
In addition to manual 
operation, the thermostat 
can activate a whole-house 
economy mode or comfort 
mode with one click of a 
wireless switch.

Vacancy Sensor 
If a room is unoccupied 
for a specified period of 
time, the Verve occupancy
sensor automatically 
shuts off lights to reduce 
your energy use.

Get to know Verve™ Living Systems.

10-Channel Controller 
Each Verve controller
commands up to 10 
combinations of lights,
ceiling fans, and switched
receptacles. It takes just 
moments to program 
or, when you’re ready for 
a change, to reprogram.

Switches 
Choose any combination
of single, double, and
mini switches to control
your Verve system.
Switches work without
wires or batteries. Every
switch is also a dimmer.



Instead of being wired to the lights, ceiling fans, and other devices 
they control, Verve switches and sensors communicate with a 
central controller through an innovation called EnOcean technology. 

Wireless lighting control makes your home more environmentally 
friendly by using less materials in construction. And the system’s 
simplicity helps make it affordable.

This brilliantly simple technology harvests tiny amounts of energy 
to send a radio signal to the controller. Verve switches use the kinetic 
energy generated by clicking the switch; Verve sensors harvest the 
energy of light, much like a solar cell. No batteries needed. 

Like most great solutions, it’s elegantly simple.



Make your new home a Verve home.
Simply contact your builder or electrician. To fi nd out more about 
Verve Living Systems, visit vervelivingsystems.com or call 877.874.8774.
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